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The characteristic pathway for degradation of halogenated aliphatic compounds in groundwater or other environments with relatively anoxic and/or reducing conditions is reductive dechlorination. For 1,2-dihalocarbons, reductive dechlorination can include hydrogenolysis and dehydrohalogenation, the relative significance of which depends on various structural and energetic factors. To better understand how these factors influence the degradation rates and products of the lesser halogenated hydrocarbons (in contrast to the widely studied per-halogenated hydrocarbons, like trichloroethylene and carbon tetrachloride), density functional theory calculations were performed to compare all of the possible pathways for reduction and elimination of 1,2,3-trichloropropane (TCP). The results showed that free energies of each species and reaction step are similar for all levels of theory, although B3LYP differed from the others. In all cases, the reaction coordinate diagrams suggest that α-elimination of TCP to allyl chloride followed by hydrogenolysis to propene is the thermodynamically favored pathway. This result is consistent with experimental results obtained using TCP, 1,2-dichloropropane, and 1,3-dichloropropane in batch experiments with zerovalent zinc (Zn0, ZVI) as a reductant.

Environmental significance

Among the many halocarbons of environmental concern, 1,2,3-trichloropropane (TCP) is an extreme case because of its very high toxicity and persistence. Recently intensified monitoring for TCP in California has identified low but concerning concentrations in groundwater used for drinking water supplies in agricultural regions where soil fumigants containing TCP were widely used. The current method for treating TCP contaminated water supplies is adsorption on carbon-based filters, but a treatment process that degrades TCP would be more desirable. While TCP is recalcitrant to degradation by most pathways under most conditions, an energetically favorable pathway to complete dechlorination is available.

1. Introduction

Most halogenated aliphatic chemicals (alkyl halides) of environmental concern are C1–C3 alkanes and alkenes. Some members of this class of contaminants have been studied extensively over many years—e.g., trichloroethylene (TCE)—while others are contaminants of emerging concern on which there has been relatively little study of their environmental fate or effects. A prominent example of the latter group is 1,2,3-trichloropropane (TCP), which was assigned a maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 5 ppt by the State of California in 2017. This extraordinarily low MCL was based on evidence that TCP is carcinogenic, and triggered by discovery of TCP contamination in wells that supply drinking water to multiple communities across California. Other states have also found TCP in their water and have established MCLs. TCP was identified in Hawaii as early as the 1980s (ref. 4) and the state established an MCL of 0.6 μg L−1 in 2005. New Jersey established an MCL of 0.03 ppb in 2018.

The risk posed by potential human exposure to such a toxic chemical is compounded by TCP’s overall resistance to biotic and abiotic processes that contribute to natural attenuation of other alkyl halides in groundwater. Remediation or treatment of waters contaminated with TCP can be accomplished by sorption (e.g. to activated carbon), which is the method most often used for drinking water treatment, however, adsorption of TCP to GAC (granular activated carbon) is generally less favorable than other chlorinated solvents. Air stripping, air sparging, and soil vacuum extraction are also less effective compared to other VOCs (volatile organic compounds).
because of TCP’s relatively low Henry’s Law constant. In general, degradation to benign products would be preferred, but efforts to demonstrate TCP degradation using treatment methods commonly used for other alkyl halides have found that TCP is exceptionally recalcitrant. This challenge has led to exploration of an increasingly diverse and innovative variety of treatment processes for TCP, including novel microbial isolates, engineered enzymes and microorganisms, chemical reduction using zerovalent zinc, vitamin B12 mediated reduction with zerovalent iron (ZVI), chemical oxidation with persulfate, and alkaline hydrolysis with ammonia.

The generally low reactivity and high persistence of TCP—especially under anoxic or reducing conditions—is typical of alkyl halides with few halogens per carbon: i.e., “lesser halogenated hydrocarbons” (LHHCs). This is evident in recent work with the closest homologue to TCP, which is 1,2-dichloropropane (DCP). Other relevant LHHCs include 1,2-dichloroethane (ethylene dichloride, EDC), 1,2-dibromoethane (ethylene dibromide, EDB), 1-bromopropane (n-propyl bromide, nPB), 1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP), cis- and trans-1,2-dichloroethene (DCEs), and vinyl chloride (VC). Many of these LHHCs are characterized by single halogens on adjacent sp3 hybridized carbons. These moieties comprise all of the backbone of TCP, which makes it a potential model for the degradation of other LHHCs. While the focus of this study is on TCP, the scope was designed to include other related LHHCs in order to demonstrate similarities and differences in the reactivity of members of this class of chemicals.

In principle, dechlorination of TCP under reducing conditions can occur by any of the first four reactions summarized in Fig. 1. Two of these are non-redox reactions: nucleophilic substitution (NuS) by H2O/OH− (i.e., hydrolysis) or by sulfide species and dehydrohalogenation (DHX). The two redox reactions are hydrogenolysis (HGL) and reductive β-elimination (BRE). These reactions, together with hydrolysis (HDG) of the alkenes formed by BRE and DHX, should be sufficient to explain all of the products formed from TCP degradation under most groundwater conditions. Recent evidence suggests that oxidation of some alkyl halides is possible under groundwater conditions due to Fenton-like reactions. Chemical reduction using zerovalent iron (ZVI), chemical oxidation with persulfate, and alkaline hydrolysis with ammonia.

![Fig. 1 Summary of the main pathways of alkyl halide transformation under reducing conditions. Nu represents the nucleophiles from water or sulfide, X represents any halide including chlorine, e− represents electrons from any reductant, and R represents any alkyl substituent including −CCl2H for TCP. The abbreviations represent common pathway names for each pathway. NuS: nucleophilic substitution; HGL: hydrogenolysis; BRE: reductive β-elimination; DHX: dehydrohalogenation; and HDG: hydrolysis.](image)

The advantages and disadvantages of the computational approach are complementary to those of the experimental approach, so they are best pursued in parallel. With respect to TCP degradation, the only previous study to take the computational approach used a variety of intermediate levels of theory and standard solvation models to show that the thermodynamically most favorable reaction at STP was reductive β-elimination, followed closely by hydrogenolysis,
performed using both density functional theory (DFT) the prefered WFT-based (wave function theory) method reduction by BRE followed by rapid HGL to completely dech-lorinated products.

2. Methods

2.1. Computational methods

In previous work,\cite{57,58,61} we compared the performance of several electronic structure methods (functionals, basis sets, and solvation models) for computation of one-electron oxidation potentials ($E_{ox}$) for aromatic amines, phenols, and anilines, and a selection of those methods was used in this study. Electronic structure methods were used here for the computation of gas and aqueous phase reaction energies for three major transformation pathways of TCP, viz. HGL, DHX, and BRE + HDG. All of the necessary electronic structure calculations were performed using the NWChem program suite (Version 6.8)\cite{68} through Arrows, a new open access scientific service that facilitates running molecular modeling codes at EMSL (Environmental Molecular Science Laboratory, Richland, WA) via a Web API (Application Programing Interface).\cite{48} The calculations were performed using both density functional theory (DFT)\cite{59,60} and the prefered WFT-based (wave function theory) method\cite{52} CCSD(T), coupled cluster single-double (triple).\cite{53,54} Previous studies have also benchmarked results between DFT and high-level WFT-based methods for the reactivity of other substances of environmental concern including alkyl halides and aromatic compounds.\cite{55,56} For small molecules, CCSD(T) and its variants is considered the most accurate many-body quantum chemistry method in use today.\cite{57,66} The basis set we used here was 6-311++G(2d,2p),\cite{57,64} and the exchange-correlation functionals (xcFncs) used for DFT were B3LYP,\cite{58,62} PBE0,\cite{63} PBE96,\cite{64} and M06-2X.\cite{65} Aqueous phase solvation energies were estimated using the self-consistent reaction field theory of Klamt and Schüürmann (COSMO, CONductor-like Screening MOdel).\cite{56} Additional details regarding the computation methods are given in ESI.\dagger

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preliminary assessment of relevant reaction network

To direct the modeling performed in this study, a systematic reaction network was developed of all the most likely steps in degradation of TCP under reducing conditions. This scheme (Fig. 2) was based on (i) the general pathways of alkyl halide transformation that are summarized in Fig. 1 and (ii) the three reaction pathway schemes specifically for TCP that have been reported previously. The most relevant of the published reaction schemes for TCP is the one developed by Sarathy et al.\cite{9}—and since adopted in multiple places (e.g.,\cite{15})—which presents oxidation, reduction, and elimination reactions arranged according to the “square scheme” conventions for redox reactions of organics.\cite{35} The scheme in Bylaska et al.\cite{45} is also adapted from the one by Sarathy et al., but is more mecha-nistically complete because it shows the role of the dichlor- oallyl radicals as possible intermediates in both hydrogenolysis and reductive elimination pathways. Fig. 2 includes these species (INT1 and INT2) as well as the other analogous intermediates that could play a role in the other reduction and elimination pathways for TCP and its less chlorinated congeners. For each of these intermediates, only the doublet radical is included in Fig. 2, because it always was lower in energy (by about 8 kcal mol$^{-1}$) than the corresponding triplet radical. Another possibility would be intermediates from anchimeric cyclization (such as proposed for vicinal dibromides\cite{36}), but these radicals for TCP were found to be unstable in solution (modeling not shown).

Only two major classes of contaminant transformation pathways that might be significant for TCP under some conditions are not included in Fig. 2. One of these classes is nucle-ophilic substitution (NuS), which is shown only generically in Fig. 1 to allow for replacement of chloride by either O-nucleo- philes (hydrolysis) or S-nucleophiles (mainly sulfide species). Some modeling and discussion of hydrolysis reactions was presented in our previous work on TCP.\cite{46} NuS reactions involving S-nucleophiles were excluded entirely from the scope of this study—even though products from these reactions have been reported in one study on TCP biodegradation using sul-fidic culture media\cite{49}—because all of our data are from non-sulfidic conditions. The other class not shown involves bridge-stabilized radicals because they were found to be unstable (as noted above).

3.2. Calculation of free energies of reaction steps

The change in standard state Gibbs free energy ($\Delta G_{\text{ron}}^{\circ}$) provides a quantitative estimate of the thermodynamic feasibility of a reaction. Comparison of $\Delta G_{\text{ron}}^{\circ}$ values among reactions can be used to determine the most energetically favorable transformation pathways. This thermodynamic quantity can be calculated from measured free energy of formation data, but is more efficiently obtained using electronic structure computational methods. Here, these methods were used to perform molecular geometry optimizations followed by electronic energy, frequency, and aqueous phase solvation calculations. The output of these computations for the total electronic energy, entropy, (thermal correction to) enthalpy, and standard state solvation Gibbs free energy for each reaction component were used to calculate the $\Delta G_{\text{ron}}^{\circ}$ values in the aqueous phase, $\Delta G_{\text{ron}}^{\circ}(\text{aq})$, using eqn (1) through (3).
\[
\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}(\text{aq}) = \Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}(g) + \Delta G_{\text{solv}}^{0}
\]

\[
\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}(g) = \sum (E_0 + G_{\text{corr}}^{0})_{\text{products}} - \sum (E_0 + G_{\text{corr}}^{0})_{\text{reactants}}
\]

\[
G_{\text{corr}}^{0} = H_{\text{corr}}^{0} - T S_{\text{corr}}^{0}
\]

where “0” denotes standard state, \(\Delta G_{\text{solv}}^{0}\) is the solvation Gibbs free energy, \(E_0\) is the total electronic energy, \(G_{\text{corr}}^{0}\) is the thermal correction to Gibbs free energy, \(H_{\text{corr}}^{0}\) is the thermal correction to enthalpy, \(T\) is the temperature at which the calculations were set (298.15 K), and \(S_{\text{corr}}^{0}\) is the total entropy. The resulting \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}(\text{aq})\) values for all the reactions shown in Fig. 2 are listed in Table S2.†

### 3.3. Free energies of reaction from different theory levels

A well-known source of differences in calculated \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) values for a single reaction is the choice of theory levels (e.g., DFT vs. CCSD(T)) and xcFncs (e.g., B3LYP vs. M06-2X), as they both determine the details by which \(E_0\) is computed.68-70 Here, four different functionals were used and compared to calculate the exchange-correlation energies with DFT. The DFT results were also compared against CCSD(T). A comparison of the results obtained with the four different DFT xcFncs is shown in Fig. 3, which contains calculated \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) values for selected examples of the TCP transformation pathways presented in Fig. 2. Most of the \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) values for individual reactions in Fig. 3 (i.e., columns in each panel) plot as overlapping markers, indicating that differences across xcFncs (and CCSD(T)) are not significant relative to the variability among reactions and, hence, pathways. Fig. 3 shows that the \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) values for individual reactions across all the methods differ little compared with differences among reaction types, with the exception of DFT with B3LYP (e.g., Fig. 3(C) pathway stage (4)). Statistical calculations support these conclusions because the differences in \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) across individual reactions have standard deviations ≤±4 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) (standard errors ≤±2 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and ranges never wider than 9 kcal mol\(^{-1}\). These variabilities are insignificant compared with the 120 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) range (y-axis in Fig. 3) in \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) values among the different reactions. These small discrepancies are also within the range seen in our previous work with TCP\(^{45}\) and general comparisons across computational methods.71,72

DFT with the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional is the only method that gives \(\Delta G_{\text{rxn}}^{0}\) values that differ noticeably from the other methods, so including them in statistical calculations

---

**Fig. 2** Network of likely reactions for TCP under reducing conditions. Stable reactants and products (bold black text) and radical intermediates (red text) are labelled with abbreviations that are defined in Table S1.† Reaction labels are given by name and number (blue text) defined in Table S1.† Dashed arrows indicate reactions of uncertain likelihood.
would increase standard deviations, standard errors, and ranges mentioned to \( \pm 8 \), \( \pm 4 \), and 23 kcal mol\(^{-1} \), respectively. In addition, there has been extensive discussion about the difficulties with using B3LYP to model atomic anions (e.g., Cl\(^-\)) and radicals in proton-coupled electron transfers, both of which are involved in the majority of the reactions in Fig. 2.

All the DFT methods are in agreement with the presumably more accurate CCSD(T) method, which is the most robust WFT type method currently available. WFT methods provide a higher level of description of the electronic structure as they render a numerical value for each electron for each point in space, in contrast to DFT methods, which calculate the electronic energy based on the electron density at each point in space. CCSD(T) uses WFT to model the interactions of electrons within small clusters (mostly sets of two) and among those clusters, an approach that has shown to be more computationally intensive than DFT, but with greater performance results. However, DFT continues to be used more frequently than CCSD(T) because, in addition to the lower computational cost, DFT has a significantly more favorable scaling behavior with respect to system size, which is \( N^4 \) vs. \( N^7 \) for CCSD(T), where \( N \) is a relative measure of the number of electrons and atomic orbitals basis functions. Given the manageable system sizes of the molecules in the proposed TCP transformation network, the similarities in our results between CCSD(T) and most of the DFT functionals, and the superior fundamental accuracy of CCSD(T), we chose to present the following discussion based only on the computations performed with CCSD(T).

In addition to using an experimental value for the solvation energy of hydron (\( \Delta G^0_{\text{solv}}(H^+) \approx -264 \) kcal mol\(^{-1} \) (ref. 80)) in the calculation of \( \Delta G^0_{\text{on}} \) for the H-atom attachment (HA) reactions, we tested a COSMO computed value, i.e., the solvation energy of hydronium with the specified xcFnc (\( \Delta G^0_{\text{solv}}(H_3O^+) \approx -97 \) kcal mol\(^{-1} \)). The trends in \( \Delta G^0_{\text{on}} \) across the HA reactions were the same regardless of the H-atom solvation energy used, but the experimental H\(^+\) yielded less negative (larger) \( \Delta G^0_{\text{on}} \) for all the reactions (by 10–15 kcal mol\(^{-1} \)) as shown in Fig. S1 and Table S3.† We chose to present the following discussion based only on the calculations obtained with the experimental \( \Delta G^0_{\text{solv}}(H^+) \).

### 3.4. Calculation of reaction coordinate diagrams

The individual reactions described in the previous section can be arranged in various combinations to represent the possible mechanisms and overall reaction pathways for degradation of TCP. Plotting the sequence of stages on the abcissa (reaction coordinate, RC) vs. the cumulative energy at each stage on the ordinate gives a quantitative reaction coordinate diagram (RCD), which can be a powerful tool for characterization and comparison of reaction pathways. RCDs that only include the free energies of stable species are useful for comparing the
energetics of reaction pathways, but they can also include transition states, which then provide insight into reaction barriers and therefore kinetics. Recent examples of RCD interpretation in the literature on contaminant fate include determination of the main decomposition pathways for diverse substances of pressing environmental concern such as insensitive munition compounds\textsuperscript{41} and PFAS (per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances).\textsuperscript{42}

In general, almost all published RCDs appear to be drawings based on qualitative considerations of the relative energies or graphs that are manually compiled. Here, we have developed and applied a code in R software for statistical computing\textsuperscript{43} that automates the process of translating computationally derived \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}} \) values for large and complex networks of transformation pathways to graphed RCDs. This R script along with the corresponding instructions, input, and output files is available for open-access at the Zenodo website.\textsuperscript{84} Briefly, the R routine reads an input file containing the calculated \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}} \) values, which is formatted with five column identifiers per row (viz., identification number (ID), name of the major/main reaction product, RC, RC for the preceding product, and ID for the preceding RC in cases where a single product exists in more than one pathway) with the rows corresponding to the RC assigned to each major reaction product in the transformation pathway. Once this input file is scanned, the R routine maps each of the reactions according to the RCs in ascending order and accumulates the corresponding \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}} \) values incrementally at each stage. Once the cumulative \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}} \) value at a stage is calculated, it is plotted at the corresponding RC. This process continues along the progress of the pathway and is repeated across all the transformation pathways listed in the input file via a loop in the R routine. The resulting output is a quantitatively accurate graph of an RCD.

3.5. Quantitative comparison of pathways using reaction coordinate diagrams

Using the R routine described above, we built the RCDs for each of the pathways shown in Fig. 2 and overlaid them to accurately determine pathways with the minimum reaction energy requirements as well as to identify intermediates and/or products that demand higher energy inputs. Fig. 4 contains the RCDs for the TCP transformation pathways in Fig. 2, with each of the main reaction mechanisms (i.e., HDG, DHX, and BRE + HDG) as one of the horizontal panels. Fig. 4 only shows \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}} \) values derived from CCSD(T) computations; the equivalent RCD comparisons derived from DFT methods are included in the ESI.\textsuperscript{7} While specific \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}} \) values varied among methods, energy profiles were very similar and, hence, led to the same conclusions about comparative thermodynamic favorability for the different pathways.

The energy requirements for a particular reaction to proceed are indicated by the slope of the lines connecting the two corresponding RCs in Fig. 4, with smaller and/or negative slopes pointing to more energetically favorable reactions. Large drops in the RCDs, therefore, signal reactions that are more favorable thermodynamically. The reactions that have an intermediate (INT\#) as a product are the only ones that result in ascending slopes, because the energies of the radicals are at a higher level than those of their preceding ground states. Comparison of the RCDs among the three main pathways considered shows that the BRE + HDG pathway (panel (C) in Fig. 4) is the only one with shallow slopes for intermediate species (AC \( \rightarrow \) INT3 in Fig. 4(C)), while the other pathways demand significantly higher \( \Delta G_{\text{rxn}}(\text{aq}) \) values for reactions involving radical species.

The energy profiles shown in Fig. 4 suggest that the BRE + HDG pathway (panel (C)) is more thermodynamically favorable for the transformation of TCP than either HGL (panel (A)) or DHX (panel (B)). This is due to two contributing factors, (i) deep descents in all RCs involving ground state species and (ii) absence of large positive slopes at any RC. The BRE + HDG pathway has a sharp decrease (\( \sim 37 \) kcal mol\(^{-1} \) units) for the first RC (i.e., Rxn \# 7 to AC) while DHX results in positive slopes (from an increase of 1 to 2 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) for its corresponding first stable products (i.e., DCPrE isomers) making the latter pathway comparatively very energetically unfavorable.

Relative to the HGL pathway, the BRE + HDG has less intermediate species (only INT3) in its route to the final product (PrA), in contrast to the three RC intermediates in HGL. The energy profile involving INT3 has a shallow positive slope (increase of 1 kcal mol\(^{-1} \)) in comparison with the significant energy requirements (20 to 30 kcal mol\(^{-1} \) units) in the HGL for RCs involving radicals as products. Instead of compensating for these larger energy demands with large energy drops, and even without taking intermediate species into consideration, HGL results in only similar descents for the first completely dechlorinated product (i.e., Rxn \# 18, DCP \( \rightarrow \) PrE), common to all three pathways, relative to that in BRE + HDG (both \( \approx 35 \) kcal mol\(^{-1} \) units).

These lower energy requirements for radical intermediates and higher energy drops for stable products throughout the transformation route, make BRE + HDG a more energetically favorable pathway than either HGL or DHX. The differences in energies between \textit{trans-} and \textit{cis-}isomer routes are very small in all pathways (\( \leq 3.6 \) kcal mol\(^{-1} \)) as seen by the overlapping colored lines in Fig. 4, with the exception of INT9 and INT10 in the DHX pathway.

3.6. Validation against data

To provide preliminary validation of the modeling results described above, a limited number of batch experiments were performed using zerovalent zinc (ZVZ) as the reductant and methods similar to those described in previous work.\textsuperscript{85,27} ZVZ is a very strong reductant thermodynamically (\( \sim -0.76 \) V vs. SHE; \textit{cf.} \(-0.44 \) for Fe\(^{0} \) (ref. 85)), although rates of reduction by ZVZ vary greatly with conditions at the metal surface (\textit{i.e.}, type and degree of passivation).\textsuperscript{27} ZVZ has been used for pilot- and field-scale remediation of TCP contaminated groundwater,\textsuperscript{15,26} but its utility in this study also stems from its potential to drive any of the possible reaction types in Fig. 1. In contrast, the available experimental data for TCP reduction by zerovalent iron (ZVI) suggests that system would give very limited reaction of TCP under most batch experimental conditions.\textsuperscript{8,28,29}
Batch experiments were performed by measuring the concentration of parent compound and products, starting with TCP or one of the three intermediates shown in Fig. 2: 1,2-dichloropropane, 1,3-dichloropropane, and allyl chloride. These intermediates were selected to constrain the kinetics of the thermodynamically favored reaction sequence determined from the modeling described above. Other possible intermediates, such as the chloropropenes shown in Fig. 2, were not investigated because they are not very favorable thermodynamically and no evidence for them had been seen in previous experimental work with ZVZ.

The new data (Fig. S6†) show disappearance of each starting material is mainly accompanied by appearance of propene, with little or no detection of chlorinated intermediates. Mole balances calculated from parent compound disappearance and propene appearance were roughly 100% in all cases. Control experiments with the parent compound and without ZVZ showed negligible loss in all cases. The disappearance data fit well to a pseudo-first-order model, as shown in Fig. S8.† The fitting coefficients are given as pseudo-first-order rates constants ($k_{\text{obs}}$) in Table 1, together with one standard deviations around the fit, which show that the $k_{\text{obs}}$ are reliable in all cases.

When TCP was the starting material, the only chlorinated intermediate detected was allyl chloride, which was detected at trace concentrations only when the initial concentration of TCP was relatively high compared to previous work (Fig. S7†), suggesting allyl chloride is a short-lived intermediate. This is consistent with the data presented in Fig. S6 and S8 and summarized in Table 1, which show that the $k_{\text{obs}}$ for allyl chloride disappearance is an order of magnitude faster than the $k_{\text{obs}}$ for TCP disappearance under similar conditions. Conversely, the $k_{\text{obs}}$ for 1,2-dichloropropene and 1,3-dichloropropene disappearance are 1 and 3 orders-of-magnitude slower than the $k_{\text{obs}}$ for TCP appearance, respectively, suggesting that they would have accumulated within the batch reactor (and been detected) if they were formed to an appreciable degree. A sequential, pseudo-first-order kinetic model for the

![Example Reaction Coordinate Diagrams (RCDs) with energies computed using CCSD(T) for all the reactions shown in Fig. 2. RCDs using DFT methods in ESI (Fig. S2–S5†). (A) Pathway (1): HGL, (B) pathway (2): DHX, and (C) pathway (3): BRE + HDG. Reaction coordinate (RC): compound specific, assigned to main reaction products, and incremental with pathway progression (see RCDs sections for details). RCs and abbreviations listed and defined in Table S1.† Aqueous phase Gibbs free energies ($\Delta G_{\text{ron}}^{\text{aq}}$, kcal mol$^{-1}$): cumulative at each RC yielding a pathway energy profile, i.e., a RCD. Colored lines at RC indicate relative molecular structure position of two Cl atoms. Dashed connecting lines indicate reactions of uncertain likelihood. H-atom model used: hydron (H+) (see Section 3.3 for details).](#)
reduction of TCP to allyl chloride to propene is described in the ESI (eqn (S2)–(S4)) and was used to predict the kinetics of allyl chloride appearance/disappearance and propene appearance in experiments were TCP is the starting material. When the kinetic model was parameterized with the TCP and allyl chloride \( k_{\text{obs}} \) presented in Table 1, it accurately predicted the experimental observations of allyl chloride appearance/disappearance and propene appearance in experiments were TCP was the starting material (Fig. S8f). This result further supports a reaction pathway in which TCP is reduced to allyl chloride through BRE followed by HGL to form propene without significant formation of other intermediates. This is consistent with the computed reaction coordinate analysis (e.g., Fig. 4), which suggest BRE of TCP is the most favorable reduction pathway.

4. Conclusions

The even distribution of chlorines along a propane backbone makes TCP a potential model for the degradation of other LHHCs. Under anaerobic conditions, TCP can undergo a combination of reduction, substitution, and elimination reactions that creates a network of reaction steps with intermediates that involves related LHHCs of environmental interest. These intermediates include other chlorinated propanes (e.g., 1,2-DCP) and propanes (e.g., 1,3-DCPrE) that are found in soil fumigant formulations, industrial feedstocks for polymers, etc. The theoretical and experimental results reported here show that hydrogenolysis is unfavorable to start, but if \( \beta \)-reductive elimination forms allyl chloride, then further hydrogenolysis of the remaining chlorine is rapid. The combination of steps results in complete dechlorination without the accumulation of persistent halogenated byproducts such as the dichloroethenes from trichloroethylene or chloroform from carbon tetrachloride. Other contaminants with analogous chemical structures to TCP range from 1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-DCA)\(^{12,56} \) to hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH, including lindane),\(^{87,88} \) so further analysis of their environmental fate might benefit from application of the computational methods and analysis developed here for TCP.
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